On May 18, we will participate in one of those events that happens once a generation or two: Affirming
& enabling our vision, building our future with a master plan!
This past Monday evening the BOF Steering Committee had its first look at the Guernsey Tingle architects’ drawings
of a master plan for expansion at WUU. The following comments reflect each committee member’s first impression
of the drawings.
Les Solomon:
It isn’t easy to take our dreams and fold them into a compact design that is beautiful, functional, right-sized, and
flexible. But our Design Team, with Guernsey Tingle Architect’s help, did it! Not only is it a plan that addresses our
priorities, it enable us to grow the WUU campus well into our future.
Roger Guernsey:
It is just thrilling to be at the center of this design process with our exceptionally able design-build team members
interacting with our exceptional architects. The exciting, versatile, and efficient building alterations and new
construction design just scream WUU mission!
Donna Stanford:
I am elated! Such thought and effort have gone into incorporating the priorities established in our visioning circles
and congregational meetings into a cohesive master plan for WUU. Our congregational mission is at the heart of this
plan.
Kurt Williamson:
I was so excited to see the first plans for the next phase of WUU. The new spaces and facilities are going to allow us
to live our values more fully and serve our congregation - and community - better than ever!
Allen Cooke:
Having seen for the first time the evolving plans for our facilities expansion, I am struck by the thoughtfulness that
has gone into the effort so far. We are fortunate to have such a talented team working with our architects. Looking
forward, we know that changes will be made and much discussion will be held on how best to stage the project.
That is part of a good process. From a financial standpoint, we will soon be assessing our ability to fund this project
and and the associated ongoing expenses. It is too soon to judge the outcome, but one has to feel that we are at a
critical and exciting time in the life of our congregation. We have an opportunity to make a difference in the future
of WUU. And I am confident that we can exceed our own expectations.
Linda Lane-Hamilton:
I have looked forward to bringing together worship, religious education, ministerial, office, and social spaces into
one beautiful, re-imagined, revitalized, and expanded building. Now we have the plans that complete what we
started in the 1990s, thanks to the innovative thinking of GTA and our own design team. A new entry guides us to
all areas of this building, and our children and families "come home" to be in community with all of us. And where do
you think the kitchen will be? I was surprised!

Sunday, May 18, immediately following the service, the architects from Guernsey Tingle will present a
master plan for the potential expansion of our WUU facilities. Come take a virtual tour of the possible.
Learn what could be done with our facilities and campus to help us better fulfill our mission and build
our future!
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